Abstract
Introduction
The unstructured interview is a technique of data collection specific to qualitative research methodology. It implies free, unguided discussions with the subjects. No discussion topics are pre-established in the unstructured interview. There are authors -see Patton, 2002 , p. 349 -who call this technique an informal conversational interview because questions "come out from the immediate context". The unstructured interview is commonly (but not exclusively) used to identify the research objectives (there are also many qualitative research situations where unstructured interview is the main technique of data collection). The qualitative researcher is encouraged to make unstructured interviews with potential subjects met in the field in order to familiarize with the researched context, subjects' preoccupations or establishing the research topics -they have to be "extracted" from the field and not established outside of it. After the research objectives have been agreed upon (even roughly), semi-structured and even structured interviews are used to collect the data (towards the end of the qualitative research in order to test hypotheses within the analytic induction process). But, as Miller [2000, p. 114] claims "the initial interview will be as unguided and unfocused as possible".
Through unstructured interviews the sociologist asks his/her respondents to narrate (to tell, to recount, to review). Because the interviewer had not prepared a list of questions, because sometimes he/she has only a vague research topic, the interviewee has the main role establishing the content of the interview. So the interviewee is asked to tell, to narrate about a topic. That is why, sometimes, the unstructured interview borrows the traits of the narrative interview [see Flick 1998 ]. It is mainly used in biographic and narrative research (when the subjects are asked to narrate a personal life episode or their entire life, a history moment that they have been a part of, and so on). Therefore, every narrative interview starts with a question -named by some specialists generative or narrative that "generates" a story or stimulates the subjects to talk. The following is an example of such a generative question: "I want you to tell me how the story of your life unfolded. The best way to do this is by starting with your birth, then your childhood and then you may recount all the events that you were a part of, one by one until present days. I do not want you to hurry, so please offer details as everything which is important for you, interests me" [Flick 1998, p.99] . Or another: "Think about your life. Who had a great influence in your evolution? Who were those that you looked up to as role models?" [Dreyfus & Boyatzis 1998, p.68] .
As one can notice, these questions were formulated with a previous knowledge of the research's objective: a staged life story, respectively the study of life role models. In a research regarding manager's identity, the question addressed to my respondents was even simpler: "Tell me about you!" There are unstructured interviews (realised at the beginning of field work) that start with questions such as "How are you?" or that arise from an activity that the subjects does or observes or from a simple remark etc.
A generative question is quite often longer (maybe made up of more sentences); the subject is addressed with a proper story intonation, he/she is told the interviewer is not in a hurry, that he/she is interested in even the smallest of details; most important, the addressed question should not make references to specific topics, it should not tell what the subjects should focus nor guide them in any way.
Generally other questions addressed during the unstructured interview have a clarification role (they are strictly related to and aimed to clarify what the subjects says, so that there are no unclear events, phenomena or ideas that he/she describes); they do not guide the respondent towards unapproached topics, but they invoke the ones approached freely. Therefore, clarification questions are formulated spontaneously and only referring to a previously expressed idea. In the majority of cases these questions ask the subject to give more details, to rephrase or clarify what he/she wanted to say.
I shall describe in this article the role of unstructured interviews in sociological investigation services. I shall exemplify this role through a methodological description of the way these interviews have been applied, analysed and interpreted in a study of eight managers of a company located in Brasov and its owner.
Case study

Methodological Aspects
In the following I shall present the way in which I had applied the unstructured interviews and the way in which I analysed the collected data. I shall provide the context in which I used unstructured interviews, describing shortly the company that requested via its owner a sociological investigation.
I have applied unstructured interviews in a sociological assistance services situation. The owner of a company located in Brasov (hereinafter named "the company") approached a team of sociologists (of which I was a member) to resolve a problematic situation (the company faced various conflicts started by its employees). The sociological assistance is still under way and comprises testing the managerial skills of the company's managers (identifying the managerial style, the level of stress, creativity, conflict management etc.) and it will probably precede a series of teambuilding sessions and other procedures that I shall not dive into. I shall present in this article only the first phase of the investigation that I have realised by applying the unstructured interviews.
For a better understanding of those presented in the following paragraphs I shall briefly describe the company that solicited the investigation. The company's object of activity is the design, production and the marketing of metallic products, has a turnover of 5 million Euros per year and 60 employees. The company is run by a general manager who is also the owner and has five department managers (economic, technical and marketing, administrative and logistics, production, human resources and public relations).
The human resources manager and the owner of the company have approached the team of sociologists regarding the poor productivity, the many faults in the various departments that lead to numerous scraps and complaints from clients and important cash and client loses. With the help of the HR manager a list has been put together with the managers and other department team leaders that would be evaluated. This first meeting generated a second one in which the owner (RT) expressed his opinion regarding each of the people that would be closely monitored and studied (he unhesitatingly characterised his employees -qualities, faults, mistakes that they do etc.).
We agreed that it would be interesting and challenging to get a personal view of what the employees think are the company's problems. I considered and I witnessed it (during the unstructured interviews) that they know best what (and why) does not work properly in their company. Thus, I have realised the unstructured interviews before taking any other actions at the level of the company or its employees. Eight persons have been interviewed: the economic manager (VB), the production manager (VM), two Florentina Scârneci-Domnișoru "What's wrong with my company? " Sociological answers from unstructured interviewing team leaders from the production department (DT -team leader of the mechanicwelding department; AM -team leader of the painting department), the technical manager (MR), the two employees of the marketing department (GT and CE) and the manager of the administrative-logistics department (GB).
Each interview was guided by a first generative question that I shall reproduce below. During the interview only clarification questions were addressed. The generative question was: "The manager, Mr RT, considers that the company does not go as well as it should and requested a team of sociologists to find out what has been happening. My role here is to discover what you think is the problem. I shall have the same discussion with the other managers in the company. I strongly believe that you know what this is about (even though you have never seriously considered it; even though you did not open the problem's inventory file). Please tell me, in full detail, what you think does not go well in the company you work in and in the department you run. We are not in a hurry. Please think and tell me everything that goes through your head (even though some things you consider small, even though you consider that others are not very easy to talk about, and so on). Everything that comes to mind is of importance and is the object of my interest!"
The interviews took between 20 and 80 minutes and were held at the company's headquarters in the conference room. There were subjects (three) that requested turning off the voice recorder to communicate certain things (they drew a line between what would be official and what would be off the record). What they said off the record mainly referred to various faults of the general manager and/or other colleagues and/or actions they took and affected co-workers.
The success of unstructured interviews (mainly qualitative) depends on many contextual factors (see, for example the situational parameters approached by Singly et al., 1998) . Among these I recall the space where the interview is carried (which can communicate meanings that could influence the interviewee's discourse), the time (the interview can be contaminated by preceding or succeeding actions), or elements related to "actors distribution" (differences in social, economic or intellectual status between the interviewer and the interviewee). Such a contextual factor led to a partial failure in one of the interviews I carried at the company. A seemingly insignificant relational aspect generated an uncomfortable situation that resulted in the shortest interview.
The majority of the respondents were older than me; therefore, I approached them appropriately by using polite pronouns. I did not realize this aspect (and I would have treated in a similar manner other -if the case -responders younger than me). I had an open and friendly style (as one would have in a qualitative research). I greeted them smiling and relaxed. This fact encouraged a female interviewee (of similar age as me) to ask me to drop the polite pronouns. Unfortunately, I momentarily forgot about this desire of hers and I replied with a polite pronoun. This formulation created a communication gap between us (broke the friendly atmosphere, introduced formalism and a defensive attitude of the interviewee). I realised my mistake, but I did not succeed in repairing it and the interview was almost ruined.
A key factor in a qualitative interview is an increased attention to the details and feelings of those interviewed (when one asks a complete stranger to recount -without an interview guide -personal or sensitive details about his/her life -even though it is "only" about his/her professional life -one has to expect that small things (apparently insignificant) might make him/her adopt a defensive stance).
The interviews have been analysed according to the specific instructions of the qualitative analysis. Firstly, I chose the analysis strategy -the case-oriented one [see Socioeconomica -The Scientific Journal for Theory and Practice of Socio-economic Development 2014, 3(5): 21-36 Huberman & Miles 1998 ]. This means that I analysed each interview searching for themes and that after each interview analysis followed a comparison between cases (stocking the common/similar themes and approaches).
I performed, in a first stage, an open coding of the material from which resulted categories with component codes. Through this open coding I aimed to reduce the amount of text resulted from the interviews by discovering the ideas and meanings [see Strauss & Corbin 1990 ]. According to procedures, I read the interviews carefully and I selected each word, expression or idea that contained meaning or information about the company (these are codes). The codes have been grouped, function of the information they contained, in categories (for example, codes that referred to personal characteristics of the interviewee were grouped under the title "what he/she thinks about him/her").
Thus, I have reduced texts to just a few categories and then I tried to discover links between the important categories [axial coding and selective coding, see Flick 1998 ]. For example, I linked identity categories ("what the manager thinks about him/her", "what the manager thinks that the other managers think about him/her", "what other managers think about him/her" and "what the owner thinks about the manager"). These ties between the categories have emphasized the existence of identity discrepancies.
I have, afterwards, realised visual presentations of the data (matrix and network -which shall be reproduced in this article) that helped me to interpret it and formulate conclusions. These are graphic symbols that show (in a condensed shape) the ties, the connections and the associations between the categories and sub-categories [see Agabrian 2004 ].
Interpreting the data obtained through unstructured interviews
I shall thoroughly describe the results obtained in the processes of data analysis and interpretation to show the richness and the value of the generated information. I find it amazing that a question which does not guide the respondent in any way generates answers that perfectly integrate in a structure. I shall present how a well-formulated narrative question can elicit meaningful answers; it eliminates the shortage of open questions in questionnaires (which result, in the happiest of cases, in monosyllabic answers).
The very first ideas regarding the company's managers shaped around their identity. The content of the interviews suggested the idea of studying identity given the fact that all respondents talked mainly about themselves, their activity and the other managers. I also noticed a quite important difference in how the respondents describe themselves and how others describe them. Therefore the analysis focused on identity aspects and -through a discourse comparison -on identity discrepancies. I followed, therefore, possible identity discrepancies (differences in the way they perceive each other, the way they think they are perceived by the others and the way the owner perceives them or the way they are perceived by the other managers). I tried to find out if these discrepancies really exist, where and what they consist of. Hereinafter I reproduce the matrix realised to identify the identity discrepancies and the conclusion I have reached for each interviewee. In rows you can find the interviewees and in columns I have named the most important identity categories -with the corresponding codes extracted from the interviews. -regarding my activity there is nothing worth mentioning; -we have always done our job; -we have successfully collaborated with everybody; -we have had only one or two complaints in 3 years (and this due to poor warehousing conditions); -I am not interested in the rule that says everything must go through the boss (it is like talking behind people's backs); -I do not send e-mails to officially name the wrongdoer.
-they reproach me I am too good-hearted and indulgent; -I think the boss considers me trustworthy.
-she completes her duties, follows regulations and does not have incidents.
DT: she paints everything that comes to her hand without checking it (aesthetically); it is awful when I have to ask her for something AM considers herself a good worker and feels appreciated. The fact that she feels appreciated allows her to skip certain company regulations (she even says that "she thinks if she will ever follow them"). The fact that she does not follow regulations seems to go by unnoticed by the owner. He trusts her (I think because of the appreciation the owner bears; he personally thanks her) and she always finds by herself a solution to any arising problem (for example, she look for any information when she is not briefed regarding a job). There are no discrepancies between the way she perceives herself and the way others perceive her. DT is the only employee annoyed by her. I think this is not only because of DT's poor communication skills, but also a consequence of the fact that AM is in much better relations with DT's subordinates (they are quite the same age as AM, they choose her as crying shoulder and appreciate her more etc.). CE (employee of the marketing department, female)
-in our department we do not have any problems; -we do our jobs properly; -problems are not something regarding us; -when I had something to say, I did it.
-they do not know when a business discussion ends; -they have client communication problems; -they do not make themselves pleasant to clients; -they do not know managements' e-mails; -their school education is useless; -they can do better, but they do not want; -together with her colleague they make ¾ of a good marketing employee; -they have a lack of attention and arithmetic; -they don't have self-control and creativity; -as humans, they are good; -they are hard-working; -they are good clerks, performers.
GB:
The marketing department does not do its job.
There is an important discrepancy between what she thinks about herself and what the owner thinks about her. Either she does not understand what he wants from her, or she does not admit it. She does not have problems and it seems to generate only those related to self-sufficiency. I think there are people in the company that accuse the marketing department with not finding new clients (but they would rather see an independent marketing department created to solve this issue -we have never generated serious problems; -I succeeded in making things work and that is my merit; -I get angry very quickly; -I am the oldest employee; -I was the only one that did not get sanctioned.
-I speak in a loud voice and they reproach me I yell.
-he cannot manage his stress; -he reacts abnormally; -he is vainglorious.
GT: they do not send the offers in due time, so we do not have the prices. VM: with logistics word is spread very fast.
GB admits he has a problem with his volcanic temper (which is interpreted as quarrelling voice tone and attitude). I think he feels quite comfortable about his position and this is why he is acid and reproachful in communication with others. I think he is the employee that resembles most with the owner: they both speak alike (with similar idioms, such as "I nailed them"), they both have a strong intonation, they are sure about their opinion; at a first glance they are uncompromising with others, but they are quite biased. GB brags about himself and his subordinates (it is his merit and his wife's -from the economic department; it is his work and the work of IM's subordinate -VM's daughter). I think that once IM was hired tension between the production and logistics departments cooled off. Their team leaders reciprocally praise and mention IM's contribution (GB defends her like his own daughter in any conflict and VM considers that the logistics department has worked much better since his daughter's arrival). And I notice a union of these two departments against the technical department (which has become a common enemy). I think if there would not be a solution moving a common "friend" of the two in the technical department (it looks like there already work two old collaborators of VM's; he already foresees an improvement of the situation). Being vainglorious is a big problem of GB's. He is very annoyed with his subordinates' attitude that do not show enough respect or complain to his superior; he is also upset if others boss his subordinates etc. I think he likes being in a power position (and mainly like its perks: being able to control his subordinates, giving them orders and sanctioning them, he also likes the idea of hierarchy and he makes sure that it is followed though subordination behaviour). GT (employee of the marketing department, female) -I do not think there are things that do not work in my department; -sometimes we do not inform people properlythere are missing elements at the launch; we forget to communicate what the client wants.
-they do not know when a business discussion ends; -they have communication problems with clients; -they do not have the knowledge of a "marketing relation"; -they do not know management's emails; -their school education is useless; -they can do, but they do not want; -together with her colleague they make ¾ of a good marketing employee; -they have a lack of attention and arithmetic; -they don't have self-control and creativity; -as humans, they are good; -they are hard-working; GB: the marketing department does not do their job.
GT seems more conscious regarding her department's shortages (although I am afraid this was induced by me; it was an interview in which I made some mistakes -I approached the subject in an inappropriate manner, I insisted with clarification questions in a specific direction using not quite a neuter tone). She seems to have an idea of what is not working properly in her department and has some partial solutions: "investing more interest in finding new clients" and "make a deficiency analyses". The two employees are treated as one by the owner and others. Remarks are given the same way. 
MR's prestige seems to have dropped inside the company. His position is weaker by the day (because of some repetitive demotions and because of the owner's bad opinion about him). I think that people feel this and neither of them have praised him in the interviews, while VM seems decided to furtherly push him for the next 2 years (until he retires or "something comes out of this"). I think MR's pride is hurt (even though it is not visible he is affected by this).Maybe it is why he is biased towards his people to defend or "spoil" them. It is possible that his subordinates feel his weakened position and that might be the cause of their "intolerable" mistakes. I think MR is the odd man in this company (not because of his professional skills or any character flaws, but because of his way of being). He appears to be a more elegant, stylish and better that any others (especially men). He seems to be refined, careful about his speech and actions. He is a man of common sense (levelling AM). I see the other ones ready to "fight" and MR stylishly throwing in the glove. I am convinced though that his pride is high and that makes him take no responsibility for his mistakes. What keeps MR at a moderately higher level in his dispute with the others (and especially with VM) is that the tech department is the "brain" of the company (they all know it and the owner agrees as well). And this is where VM "digs" mostly (at least in his interviews, he continuously claims that the engineers are the stupid ones, not the workers, and that he is more competent than MR). Of course, MR and his subordinates make mistakes. But his mistakes are the most spoken of. Those who notice them are so vocal and even blame him (for example, they always talk about the time MR gives to production -they all complain that it is too little; unprovoked, VB says that the amount of time is negotiated between the production and the tech departments). Then, the women confirm what MR claims -the tech mistakes have reduced since they have hired more people. Do the men see this? I think that MR feels like an undesired child (he says -unofficially -that the owner is biased towards some of the employees and he does not care about them all, he regularly tells an employee he/she is stupid etc.). VM (production manager, male) -I am between the devil and the deep sea (the owner and the employees); -I cannot change from employees' boss into the owners' subordinate; -it feels hard to change my working style after 30 years of work experience; -I managed to make a lot of upgrades in the production; -I have a great amount of experience; -I have been a leader for a long time; -how can one tell me I am wrong? -my way of doing things takes 2 minutes, yours way takes 5; -if not for me, they would not be able to resolve the problems; -I would improve quotas and the technology by 5 times; -I contradict with everybody, on -he has undeclared NOK scraps that have been delivered; -"this is what I had to do/this is what I did", without asking himself about resources (people, money); -he works as much as it's needed, he organises his people and he resolves problems; -he enjoys taking the credits, but he changes the technology without saying so; -he is creative, he finds solutions; -he is respectful to his boss; -he has human value; -he has work BG: I work best with the production manager. AM: he should inform me when I miss a meeting; I get along with VM. DT: he lacks management skills, he is more of a team leader than a production manager: he leads his personnel in the plant instead of organizing, supervising production and making statistics; he runs himself thinking "if it works, it's OK"; he is a good technician, he finds solutions; VM and MR cannot find a middle way, they always fight, they protect their employees. VB: the production department should work
Socioeconomica -
anything; -it bothers me when I know I'm right, I try to prove them and still, they contradict; -I never said "no"; -we make mistakes by virtue of inertia; -I make mistakes because I do not pay too much attention to small things and because I trust my people; -there were occasions when I made the wrong choices.
experience; -he is not as good a manager with the new technology; -he is a lost cause, he cannot be changed. more efficiently to make deadlines and make quality products; they do not exploit the fixed assets at the maximum. MR: jams appear when the production department intervenes; they do not follow documents' traceability.
VM is very self-confident (due to some undisputed and recognised successes in completing some orders). He thinks is irreplaceable and things will not work without him (as proven during his time in hospital). This gives him a lot of power -to accuse, not follow directives or take responsibility for mistakes. He also thinks he can make peace with the technical department (he considers himself and his department better than the other ones). He claims that his work is visible and can be quantified in income while engineers' work does not "produce" anything ("you cannot effectively see it: you cannot say your brain made "this" amount of Euros, but you can say that the hands of production's workers have made "this" amount of Euros"). He unofficially says he proposed the owner that engineers receive only half of the salary during the economic crisis. He appears determined to fight a war ("I have to fight them") with the technical department until his leaving the company ("if the fight between the production and the tech department will continue for 2 more years until I retire, things will be OK; if they will understand the problems, it will take less"). On one hand, he claims that he should discuss with them how the orders should be taken care of, while on the other hand when the tech employees ask for his opinion, he says "they ask me how a product should be made??" Disregarding engineers ("you learn more from workers than you do from engineers") and fighting them is continued against the owner's will (he tells those in production: "You are all fools, you should execute as ordered. How? As others order you!"). VM has a big ego ("how dare he tell me I'm wrong?") and is fuelled by his promotion in the position of manager (he took a piece of MR's cake, but he is still hurt because the former is above him in position; VM uses any occasion to show MR he is better: "until the tech guys tell me how to do things time will pass", "I do not know how many of the tech guys know to start the machines"). Everyone acknowledges VM's tech skills, but he is not content; he knows he can do things better without the technical department's help who always complicate things ("there were projects and I told them to hand them to me from start to finish"). I think he was too much appreciated and now he does not fit anywhere (he wants to improve relationships, he proposes salary cuts etc.) and I also think he forgets his responsibilities and assumes -without being sanctioned -roles in which he has no competence. VM is the most self-esteemed manager (besides his fight with the technical department and despising the engineers, a central theme of his discourse is his own capability). His Achilles's heel is the use of the computer (and he minimizes its importance: "for me, the computer is just information storage, not something that will provide ideas as how to do something"). Most of the times people talk about VM both in good and bad terms (the same person praises him and points flaws). VB (economic manager, female) -regarding accounting we do not have any problems; -if we were to have more work to do, we could do it; -it is not this department that has issues; -we have implemented post calculation reports; -complaints affect you if you know you have done your job; you feel frustrated and you get annoyed knowing you cannot do anything about it; -I am a sensitive, pessimistic and cautious person; -I know my place, I respect the owner; -I do not brag about resolving a problem.
-I do not think RT has a problem with my person.
-she is not creative; -she can achieve a maximum status of chief accountant; she has the responsibility to act as economic director not only chief accountant -she thinks she can do it, but it is not true; -she succeeded in putting the books in order; -she overestimates her (she thinks she is wiser and more important than she is); -at the department's report she bragged about something which is public sensitive (she was reprehended and then she felt the need to brag about it); -she manages her stress poorly; -she is an extreme pessimist and depressive; -she is hard working and conscientious.
GB: my wife works a lot and does a good job.
VB feels that the owner does not consider her competent enough therefore she tries to demonstrate him the contrary. When she fails to do so, she feels frustrated. The owner seems decided not to change his opinion about her (he knows beforehand that she cannot meet a deadline). VB would appreciate some recognition for trying hard. She knows she is Florentina Scârneci-Domnișoru "What's wrong with my company? " Sociological answers from unstructured interviewing sensitive, pessimistic and that she is a bad news bearer (she might think that is where the owner's "distrust" comes from). I think that the employees appreciate their owner and they want the vice-versa. I think there has been created in the company a praise hunt. Those who get praised are content, those who do not are affected and discouraged. I wonder if the tense atmosphere, the confrontation between the managers is part of this attention-searching strategy (I was right, you made the mistake; no, you did… etc.). In these conditions I am not sure if the owner is careful enough about his "children's" vanities and feelings. Maybe he should not even care (but I reckon this can lead to frustration, demotivation and inefficiency among more sensitive employees). The fact they are not a team (which everyone sees) I think is mainly because of RT: in a team, people help each other, they correct each other's mistakes, they do not act "behind people's backs" and they do not search for the others mistakes so that they are reprehended; in a true team people "do not have to be enemies" and there's no question that "they should never be friends", nor do they describe as being "antagonistic departments"; in a team each of the members has an important role and each of them depends on the other's work, one cannot categorise a team as "fools" or "you just follow directions"; you do not use terms and expressions about your colleagues such as: "we get kicked at meetings" (DT), "I executed her" (RT), "I await her at the crossroads" (RT), "I got them" (GB) or "you have to kick him/her to come to his/her senses" (GB). RT seems to know each employees capabilities. I do not think he is ever wrong. If he says that his marketing employees do not know what a commercial relationship is, he should hire someone who does or if he considers that his economic manager cannot be more than a chief accountant then he should not ask for more, and so on. I think that all we can improve in the company are the relation between the employees, the general atmosphere etc.
What
I tried using the table above to show the way I structured part of the data supplied by the interviews and the way I interpreted each employee's identity position (by using what the subjects said about themselves, about each other, the way they expressed themselves, the tone and characteristic idioms). For a single and such short a meeting with each of them their image and the position they hold in the company is quite suggestive (an unstructured interview offers in-depth, unexpected and diverse information about the interviewees).
Another thing that arose from these unstructured interviews is the relational scheme between the various departments and their managers. Through a short analysis of their words one could imagine and visually represent the relationship between these departments that the respondents run. As a general rule, if one manager praises another then the latter returns the "favour" (GB and VM, RT and AM). This reciprocity is valid also when pointing mistakes (MR and VM, GB and GT, RT and VB, DT and AM, MR and RT). On the other hand, it is only the owner that happens to be praised by all managers while he does not do the same (happens with GB, the marketing employees and DT). See the scheme of the company relations -presented as a network below
(Image 1). The fact that there is a tense relationship inside the company is not obvious to those concerned only (MR and VM), but also to the other managers (GB, DT, the marketing employees). Even though they do not nominate, the majority of the managers talk about the "pride fight" between two or three men in the company. 
Image
Attributes
Relational characteristics -the lack of responsibility; -the lack of vision; -the lack of initiative; -the lack of professional courage; -mental laziness; -the lack of a management degree; -their mentality (they make a botch of their work); they always ask themselves why does the client want something done in a certain way rather than doing everything they can to do it.
-they blame each other justifying their incapability; -collective mentality (they are not a team, but they associate as friends/enemies as the situation goes). Personal characteristics -mistakes are repetitive and sanctions are useless (GB); -they do not take responsibility for their mistakes (GB); -you are reproached without being consulted beforehand; -problems are postponed instead of being dealt with when necessary (GB); -I was not informed of my responsibilities (AM); -everybody focuses on his work forgetting the bigger picture (AM); -when you disregard someone's work issues appear (AM); -it is never our fault, it is the client's, he did not see it correctly (AM).
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-we dodge problems as much as we can (CE); -everybody tries to do his work only; everybody tries to do his piece of work and that's it (CE).
-we lack promptness (GT); -everybody knows his responsibilities but they fail to relate to others (MR); -document traceability is not respected (MR); -the responsibility of a well done job (MR); -they have to work years to cover the extra time I spent here (VM).
-they complain to my subordinates, not to me (GB).
-unprincipled discussions (GB); -gossips behind people's backs, arguments (GB); -meetings end up in fights: one of us gets annoyed and leaves (GB); -we do not face problems, we always find backdoors to them (GB); -they accuse me in meetings (GB); -they argue like fools (GB); -unfortunately I depend on the others (AM).
-many departments do not do their job because of other departments (GB); -we did not succeed in building a team (GB); -a lack of co-operation between departments (AM); -we are not a team (each blames the other, that he is the best; a gossiping attitude -for the boss to find out!) (AM).
-we are too individualistic in our departments (CE); -each of us works independently in his/her department (GT); -when a problem arises, we do not jump in to help, we look for the guilty (it is your fault, I have done my job) instead of cooperating, helping each other and be a team (GT); -we do not collaborate to make things work (GT); -there are communication problems between departments (GT); -taken separately -each department works fine -it is a co-operation problem, the team does not work as a whole (MR); -interaction between departments gets clothed; the way they interact gives the impression of a situation with no way out (MR); -we work as individuals, but not as a team (MR).
-everyone thinks he is right, leaving no opportunity for the other to speak (GB).
-it is a battle of egos (men cannot accept being told they were wrong) (AM); -everyone thinks his work only is important and only he/she works (AM); -2 or 3 men are involved in this fight; the other ones have no problems (AM).
-because of their age, they are not open to new, they do not change (CE); -egos (GT) -each of them thinks he is better than the other (GT); -we sabotage each other bragging about our successes (GT); -egos appear (MR); -mentality (MR); -we are mentally fatigued (VB).
There are owner's reproaches which the company's managers admit (at others). For example: the lack of responsibility of a successful work (MR admits it), mentality (admitted one way of the other by some managers). The fact that employees do not form a team is a generally agreed on subject. The majority of the general reproaches (to all employees) are forwarded by female employees. It seems that men are interested only in personal reproaches.
As a conclusion from the unstructured interviews it seems that the biggest problem that the company faces is that of interaction of its members. A first cause of this faulty interaction between members is the personal ego. Of course there are (as the owner noticed) problems related to employees that are not qualified enough to do their job properly or as the owner would want (I think there's a problem in the HR department -when hiring people they should fit the job description and take probation Socioeconomica -The Scientific Journal for Theory and Practice of Socio-economic Development 2014, 3(5): 21-36 sessions). And then obviously is the issue of mentality ("we dodge problems", "we blame others" etc.).
Therefore, the company's employees do not form a team (they do not help each other, they do not co-operate, they do not solve the emerging issues, they blame each other, they sneak behind people's backs) because their egos are too big (they think they are smarter than the others, better, that they work more, better, that their job is more important, that they are always right and they do not take responsibility for their mistakes or they feel offended when they are told to have made a mistake). This happens at the level of male managers that dominate in the company (the tech team leader, the production team leader to which adds the logistics team leader). This state of a smouldering conflict also affects the subordinates who try to find solutions without involving the superiors (they approach their peers with issues, they refrain from sending blaming e-mails to the leadership, they do not file complaints because they consider they "tackle" each other, they hesitate and worry to find the appropriate tone when telling someone about a mistake etc.). I think that the new solutions (the e-mail, a complaint letter, a meeting chaired by the owner) of showing errors only aggravate the state of conflict between the protagonists.
I have spent in the company the exact time I needed to conduct my aforementioned interviews. I had no previous contact with any of the interviewees; I had no previous information on the company or its employees other than that provided by the respondents. The technique of unstructured interviews brought to light all of the issues and problems described above. For an exploration (as my approached was intended) I think there is no other better technique for such an in-depth and fast discovery of problems.
As a result of the collected data's analysis and interpretation, I have reached the following conclusions: from my point of view, the three main male protagonists in the company should be brought with their feet on Earth. They should clearly be told that they are not irreplaceable and they are nothing better than the other ones. The owner should show objectiveness towards each of the aforementioned people and judge them attentively and equally. Then, the HR department should organise team-building sessions to which the owner should participate. And finally, I think that awards from the ownership in the form of praises would be a great incentive to work better, especially after quantifiable achievements. I feel that the owner excessively focuses on failures and sanctions. I think that employees would be encouraged to work better if they would see such awards being given. Co-operation and teamwork should be awarded while accuses should be sanctioned.
Conclusions: The Role of Unstructured Interviews in Sociological
Investigation Services I tried to show that through the reproduction of the analysis and interpretation of data collected through unstructured interviews very important and valuable information can be produced.
Firstly, I managed to identify problems inside the company. There are, for example, identity or relational problems that have not been identified or noticed by the owner (and probably by the employees) previously. These are "areas" that a sociological investigation can work with. For example, I gathered information regarding the protagonists of the conflicts, the causes, how much each of them really knows themselves and how they perceive their role in the company etc.
Florentina Scârneci-Domnișoru "What's wrong with my company? " Sociological answers from unstructured interviewing I think that the unstructured interview's most valuable product, above all, is getting familiarised with the studied subject. The only information I had about the company before I realised these interviews came from its website. After conducting the interviews I had the feeling that I had known the subjects for a while, that I was their co-worker, that I felt the company's atmosphere, the tension and the discontents etc. Getting familiarised with the studied subjects is essential in any sociological research or investigation. It is truthfully said that with such a familiarization the objectives and hypotheses (and consequently the conclusions and solutions) are very weak (and off from the field realities and really useless or non-innovative).
I think that most of the sociological investigations start like this: the beneficiary meets the sociologist telling him/her (if he/she knows) his/her problems. In the majority of cases he/she has vague symptoms described in very common language. Thus, to benefit from the knowledge accumulated before, the sociologist translates beneficiary's symptoms into scientific language. Therefore, he/she does not say that "the employees do not form a team", but that "there is poor group cohesion". Following these steps, the sociologist theoretically categorizes the problem into a group theory (even considers the idea of using one of these theories' terms: "cohesion").
The unstructured interviews that I conducted produced and even clearer (and more complete) idea regarding which could be the company's problems and which could be the theories and procedures (for example setting up team-building sessions) that could help resolve them.
Familiarising myself with the subject of the research helped me, therefore, to name the phenomena that I would study. I shall focus, to show this, on some of the theories and identity terms to which the unstructured interviews and their analysis and interpretation led me (without insisting on those related to the group, conflict, interaction, relationship etc.).
The important terms that I could use to label the identified phenomena are those from Cooley's (1902) "looking glass self theory": the employees' self-feeling as a product of what others think about them, of what they guess the other ones think of them; Mead's theory (1967) about the self: the employees meet or fail the expectations that they think others have from them: the identity claimed by the self "I" and the identity attributed by others "Me".
Other terms that could "read" the identity processes discovered at the Company's members are: role identity -see Stryker (2000) with ideas related to the assumption of the role of manager, centring the identity associated with the manager role in the economy of self, and the internalization of role expectations; selfidentification and hetero-identification -see Ilut (1999 and 2001) with ideas related with the way managers identify themselves and the way they are identified by othersdifferences and adjustments; real social identity versus virtual social identity -see Goffman (1961) with ideas related to the way managers are and the way they appear to others when interacting -discrepancies and identity reorganizations; identity crisis -see Dubar (2003) with ideas related to self-identification and peer identification disturbances as a consequence of a hierarchy change: a promotion or demotion; selfevaluation -see Jenkins (1996) ; self-reflection -see Luhrmann and Eberl (2007) with ideas related to identity as a negotiation process: real and imagined consensual validation; impression management -see Schlenker (1996a and b) with ideas related to shaping the self-image: self-presentation and the presentation of personal task performance; self-perception -see Jurcan (2005) with ideas related to subjective identity: what the manager thinks he/she is, prescribed identity: how one thinks one should be and proscribed identity: how one thinks one should not be.
Furthermore, some other recognized terms can be added -upon which I shall not insist: collective identity, professional identity, organizational identity or the self, selfidentity, self-image, self-esteem (self-trust, self-respect), self-efficacy, self-control, selfmonitoring, self-centring, self-verification, self-actualization etc.
To conclude, unstructured interviews facilitate the identification of a sociological investigation's objectives (and corresponding research objectives and hypotheses). They contribute to "labelling" the phenomena to be studied or changed and they also intermediate the term translation of what will be investigated. Of course the description in this article is a case study. One can as well use other similarly useful exploration methods and techniques -for example, the observation and the analysis of social documents.
